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I am so excited by the arrival at  TBI of  Guru Rinpoche 

Padmasambhava and Green Tara statues to adorn our 

Gompa. We are so blessed to have these statues and I 

rejoice in our karma….all thanks to the sublime  nature 

of our Precious Khensur Rinpoche.  

I would like to thank Ven Jampa Tenzin for her very well 

attended course on Introduction to Buddhist  

Philosophy and Practice. It was lovely to see her in  

action again at TBI and many comments were made 

about how fantastic it was to listen once more to our 

dedicated nun. We were also extremely privileged to 

have Ilia who was Searching for Meaning in his class!! 

By the accolades extended to him, it seems many  

people did find Meaning !! Thank you so much Ilia. The 

weekend with Geshe Yama Rinchen was riveting, as only 

a gifted scholar such as he could impart the Buddhas’ 

words to perfection.    Buddhism in a Nutshell starts 

again on 2nd May and we encourage attendance of any-

one interested in listening to an overview of key points 

of the path (see p9). Please read Compassion in Action 

on page 4 and if you would like to donate please let me 

know. Geshela continues to bless us on Tuesdays & 

Wednesdays and I would like to remind you to reread 

what Chris Ridley wrote “In Praise of Geshela’s  

Teachings’ in our last magazine.   We 

are very grateful for Chris reminding 

us of how incredibly fortunate we are 

to have our precious Geshela.  I would 

like to thank Geshela, Ilia and all our 

supporters and volunteers who help 

in some way to keep TBI’s wheels of 

Dharma turning for the benefit of all 

sentient beings.         ………..      

 Nawang (Tenzin) Thubten Director 



 

 

 

It is with great happiness that I share this fantastic news!!!    

We have two new exquisite statues, Guru Rinpoche Padmasambhava and 

Green Tara, in our Gompa.   We appreciate and value so much the  

tremendously kind, big hearted and generous donor of these precious gifts to 

assist our students in their deity practice.    The statues will be sanctified in a 

Blessing Ceremony officiated by our Precious Teacher, Geshe Jampa Gyaltsen.   

You are most welcome to attend this auspicious occasion.  We will offer 

sweet rice and chai to celebrate this concecration ceremony.  

GURU RINPOCHE  PADMASAMBHAVA  and GREEN 

TARA STATUES  CONSECRATION CEREMONY 

1ST May at 2pm 



 

 

 

SAKA DAWA 
The celebration of Buddha Shakyamuni’s Birthday,                                      

Enlightenment and  

Parinirvana (passing away) 

 Tuesday 14th June 

Everyone is most welcome to come along and join the 

celebrations with Geshe Jampa Gyaltsen, Sangha and the TBI Community. 

10.30am Recitations of Three Principle Aspects of the Path and the Heart 

Sutra; 12.00 noon Shared Lunch and 7.00pm Guru Puja  

In Tibet, Saka Dawa is the most important holy day of the year -  a day to  

remember the Buddha. 

During this month, practitioners place special emphasis on their Dharma 

practice, such as reciting mantras, offering mandalas, animal liberation,  

prostrations and taking precepts. We encourage students to take the Eight Mahayana 

Precepts at home. 

Tsog offering is provided by Tibetan Buddhist Institute for this occasion. 

Instead of your Tsog offering, we welcome monetary offering into the 

donation boxes. 

 



 

 

 

 Facility and Live Streaming fee: Members/Concession ($50.00)  Non Members ($70.00)  

10am-12noon and  2pm—4pm   Code for payments:  COURJISurnameFirstname 

You are most welcome to attend at TBI (tea and coffee provided) or Online.    

Contact: office@tibetanbuddhistinstitute.org 

About Dr. Ian Coghlan (Jampa Ignyen) 

Jampa Ignyen is one of the few western Buddhist 

teachers to have completed the Geshe degree at Sera 

Je Monastic University (20yrs study). We are therefore 

extremely fortunate to be hosting Jampa on four 

Wednesday evenings. This course is a great  

opportunity to explore these transformative ideas 

with a great scholar and a wonderfully warm and  

accessible lecturer.  Don't miss out!  

Jampa Ignyen is an adjunct research fellow at the 

School of Philosophical, Historical and International 

Studies (SOPHIS), Monash University, Melbourne and 

currently works as a translator for the Institute of  

Tibetan Classics, Montreal, Canada. He holds a PhD in 

Asian Studies and some of his specific interests  

include Buddhist metaphysics, phenomenology,  

hermeneutics, and psychology.  

He became a monk in Dharamsala and then trained as 

a monk in the Tibetan Buddhist tradition for twenty 

years, completing his studies at Jé College, Sera  

Monastic University in 1995. His current projects  

include the translation of the first book of the  

Compendium of Buddhist Science and Philosophy 

which has just been published, and a forthcoming 

translation of Buddhapālita’s.  

 In this course we shall continue reading from the first chapter of  

Maitreya’s Sublime Continuum. This amazing work is one of the five 

texts of Maitreya, it explains buddha nature from within the practice 

lineage, and explains ultimate reality from the highest [Prasangika] 

point of view. So far, the topics we have covered include the Three  

Jewels, refuge, the ten principles for establishing buddha nature, and a 

brief presentation of the nine examples. What remains is the extensive 

presentation of the nine examples of buddha nature.   

In this course we will review the material already covered, and  

complete the presentation of the nine examples. We shall also look at  

Jetsunpa’s General Meaning of Buddha Nature. 

BUDDHA-NATURE 

The Infinite  

Potential of our 

Minds (Part 2) 
 

DR. IAN COGHLAN - JAMPA IGNYEN –16 & 17TH JULY 



 

 

 

THANK YOU VENERABLE JAMPA TENZIN 

What wonderful teachings!  Our senior nun, who sets 

the standard by exemplifying  ‘ordination’, very kindly 

ran  a 6 week course, aptly titled ‘Introduction to Bud-

dhist Philosophy and Practice’.  This course was very 

well attended, and many sent accolades to the  

organisers.  We are hoping that Ven Jampa Tenzin will 

be able to run another course in the future.  

THANK YOU ILIA DUROVIC 

TBI was indeed blessed with great kindness 

and extraordinary competence in February, 

when Ilia Durovic, our highly respected and  

accomplished translator, went ‘Searching for 

Meaning’.  Many listened enthralled by his 

commentary, whilst he reflected with us on 

the quest for meaning in a human life.  We 

very much look forward to listening again to 

Ilia again in the future. 

THANK YOU  

GESHE YAMA RINCHEN 

  

  

It was an exceptional Easter this year, as we were  

privileged to be able to listen to Geshe Yama  

Rinchen, who was teaching online from India. We 

sent silent thanks to the internet to have Geshela 

in our living rooms, imparting amazing teachings to 

us again.  



 

 

 

8th May 

Green Tara  Mantra  

Oral Transmission  

ORAL TRANSMISSION of GREEN TARA 

Geshe Jampa Gyaltsen has very kindly intimated that, on Sunday 8th May at 

10.15am, he will give a short teaching on The Three Principle Aspects of the 

Path, followed by the Oral Transmission  of the Green Tara Mantra.  This 

transmission gives  permission to recite the mantra and engage in the  

Green Tara Practice.   

Recitations at 10.30am, and shared lunch at 12.30pm.   
 

Everyone is most welcome to come and join us and take this wonderful  

opportunity to receive this profound unbroken transmission from a Lineage 

Lama.  This allows you to formally recite the Green Tara Mantra, which is 

one of the central practices in Mahayana Buddhism in Tibet.  This practice  

helps clear obstacles, provides healing, removes fear and ultimately  

removes the three poisons: ignorance, greed and anger. 



 

 

 

For our third year and as part of the celebrations for 

His Holiness birthday we will be  giving, on 6th July, 

300 families in Nepal rice, lentils and cooking oil. 

We would like to thank so much the very kind and 

generous people who donate to this project. We 

would welcome any donation, either a one off or on 

a regular basis, whatever amount you would like, so 

that you too, can be a part of Compassion in Action. 

This our third year of sending food to Nepal through ……………………………………………………... 

the Hope and Challenge non government organisation.  

Contact Tenzin: 0418847016 or email 

office@tibetanbuddhistinstitute.org   

COMPASSION IN ACTION 

RICE, LENTILS and OIL FOR NEPAL 

TIBETAN LANGUAGE CLASSES for THE CHILDREN OF 

THE TIBETAN COMMUNITY SA  

Tibetan Buddhist Institute is very happy and proud that The 

Tibetan Community SA is holding Tibetan Language Classes at 

TBI on a regular basis.  I am hoping that our children will learn our language (being the 

soul of Tibet), believe in the richness of their culture, remember their history,  one day 

study the dharma in their native language and most of all, go to the land of snows.     



 

 

 

His Holiness is the Spiritual Leader of the 

Tibetan people and he will be 86 years old 

this year. Although he describes himself as 

a simple Buddhist Monk, His Holiness the 

14th Dalai Lama is one of the world's most 

influential people, and Buddhists from all 

different lineages believe he is the 

manifestation of Avalokiteshvara, the 

enlightened Buddha of Compassion. He has 

been living in India in exile since 1959, 

but he travels the world offering  

Buddhist Teachings and sharing his 

 message of tolerance and peace for all. He 

has received many international awards 

including the Nobel Peace Prize and the                      

Congressional Gold Medal, and he is a 

beacon of hope for all mankind and a 

 global leader of positive change in the 

world today. 

He frequently states that his life is guided 

by three major commitments: the  

promotion of basic human values or  

secular ethics in the interest of human  

happiness, the fostering of inter - religious 

harmony and the preservation of Tibet’s 

Buddhist culture, a culture of peace and  

non-violence. 

Wednesday  6th July 

10.30  Recitation of Heart Sutra and The Three Principle Aspects of the Path  

12.30 Shared Lunch   7pm Guru Puja 

TIBETAN BUDDHIST INSTITUTE  8 ROSS AVENUE FLINDERS PARK 

8351 8788  office@tibetanbuddhistinstitute.org  www.tibetanbuddhistinstitute.org 

HIS  

HOLINESS 

14TH DALAI 

LAMA’S 

BIRTHDAY 

“We believe money is the ultimate source of happiness. But if I value inner happiness, 

even if I am poor, I may be happier than a billionaire. The attitude of our whole  

society is to place too much emphasis on the value of material things, and not to pay 

sufficient attention to inner values. I think that’s a mistake .”   

His Holiness 14th Dalai Lama of Tibet 

“The more we care 

for the happiness of 

others, the greater is 

our own sense of  

well being” 

His Holiness 14th  

Dalai Lama  

Tenzin Gyatso 

 

 



 

 

 

 

BUDDHISM  

IN A  

NUTSHELL   
A SHORT COURSE  

Online or in the Gompa  
7.30pm to 9.00pm 

This course runs over five consecutive  

sessions, and is designed to provide an 

overview of key points of the Buddhist 

path in the Tibetan tradition. 

1. All in the mind: why Buddhists first  

meditate. 

2. Open heart: far-sighted compassion. 

3. Clear mind: the flaming sword of  

wisdom.  

4. Bodhisattva’s way of life: the six  

perfections.   

The course includes talks and guided  

meditations and will be led by senior  

student, Anthony Reid. He has been  

interested in Buddhist practice since the 

mid 1990s and studied with Ven. Khensur 

Rinpoche for many years. Anthony has  

also listened to a range of other Tibetan 

teachers and visited some of Buddhism’s 

most sacred sites in India and Tibet.  

Everyone welcome to come into the  

Gompa. Social distancing applies.  

 

Full Course (5 nights) 

Member & Member Concession $50.00  

Non Member $70.00       

Facility Fee per session 

Member & Member Concession $15.00  

Non Member $20.00                          

Registration 

Please contact Tibetan Buddhist Institute  

8 Ross Avenue Flinders Park  

office@tibetanbuddhistinstitute.org or 

0418847016 

Mondays in May 

2nd, 9th,  16th, 23rd, 30th     



 

 

 

SPEECH FROM OUR DIRECTOR ON FOUNDATION DAY: Welcome everyone and thank you for coming. 

This is the day that we especially honour our Precious Founder, the late Kyabje Khensur Rinpoche, 
and celebrate the opening of Tibetan Buddhist Institute, Thekchen Shedrub Choeling, in 2005. 

Rinpoche’s numerous teachings were deeply profound, as were his many commentaries and  
initiations before he departed from TBI in 2011 to return to Sera Monastery in India.  

When I look back on the past 17 years, we are so blessed to have had visits and teachings from pre-
cious irreplaceable and incomparable Llamas, including His Holiness 14th Dalai Lama, His Holiness  
Sakya Gongma Trichen Rinpoche, Dagri Chocktrul Rinpoche, Geshe Yama Rinchen, Geshe Doga, Ge-
she Pema Tsering, Geshe Sangye Thinley, Geshe Palden and Geshe Jampa Tenzin and many other 
monks.  

The highlight in my mind is the visit to TBI in 2013 of His Holiness 14th Dalai Lama. This outstanding 
visit left huge imprints on all our members and friends. 

We are so fortunate that Geshe Jampa Gyalsten is here today. Rinpoche recognised Geshelas  
outstanding abilities, insights and profound knowledge and qualities.    We are very grateful that 
Rinpoche chose him. 

At TBI, we have an exceptional translator and access to other wonderful, extremely highly qualified 
teachers like Geshe Yama Rinchen.   

Rinpoche’s dying wish was  to create a beautiful retreat centre.   We will continue on the path to 
make Rinpoche’s wish for this centre come to fruition.   

Today, as we celebrate the founding of TBI, an exceptionally devout student, Dr. Sylvia Barber, is 
honouring this event by organising many Geshes making Namgyal ma Puja offerings in Rinpoche’s 
Labrang at Sera Monastery.  This practice of Namgyal ma Ritual  -  The Mother of the Supreme,  
removes obstacles to long life and brings powerful purification for  all sentient beings.   This ritual is 
dedicated today to His Holiness 14th Dalai Lama, all our Gurus, Yangsi Chotrul Kangyur Lama Tenzin 
Lobsang Dhargye Rinpoche, Yangsi Chotrul Tenzin Ugyen Choenyi Rinpoche, The Late Khensur 
Lobsang Palden Rinpoche, Geshe Yama Rinchen, Geshe Jampa Gyaltsen, our benefactors, members 
and friends of Tibetan Buddhist Institute.  Thank you all for coming today. 

TBI FOUNDATION DAY 

Special Puja held at Sera Monastery 

on this special day for TBI. 

Yangsi Rinpoche 



 

 

 

20th June 2013 Where: Tibetan Buddhist Institute. Really? 
YES! We were honoured and privileged that His Holiness had 
so kindly agreed to bless our centre by generously bestowing 
a Dharma Talk at Tibetan Buddhist Institute’s founder, our 
guru and personification of dharma, Kyabje Khensur  
Kangurwa Lobsang Thubten Rinpoche who created the initial 
cause for this occurrence, personally inviting His Holiness the 
Dalai Lama to TBI in 2008— since then, this seed has been 
fertilized by the support and participation of many at TBI,  
resulting in this truly unique event. 
                                                                                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                                                                     Continued next page 

CAUSES 

AND   

CONDITIONS 



 

 

 

The following is a letter from Khensur Kyabje Kangyurwa Lobsang Thubten Rinpoche and read to His 
Holiness 14th Dalai Lama on the occasion of His visit to Tibetan Buddhist Institute on 20th June 2013  

“Your Holiness, 

On behalf of Thekchen Shedrub Choeling, Tibetan Buddhist Institute, your most devoted 
heart son and our Precious Founder and Spiritual Guide Kyabje Khensur Kangurwa 
Lobsang Thubten Rinpoche, His Representative Chanzoe, Nawang Thubten, the  
Management Committee, benefactors, members and friends, we most humbly welcome 
you! 

Your Holiness, an Address from our Precious Khensur Rinpoche."Leader of Gods and 
men! In front of the high throne of the lotus-feet of the Wish-Fulfilling Protector and  
Refuge, bearer of saffron, endowed with the three holy, outer objects of Refuge and  
innumerable divine arms! 

I, Sera Je Kangyur Lobsang Thubten, whose three doors are imbued with veneration, 
within the essence of a single-pointed entreaty, utter over and over again from the 
depths of my heart that the blissful visit of the Protector, who is a great treasure of  
compassion, to the Tibetan Dharma Centre Thekchen Shedrub Choeling (“A Dharma-Park 
for the Explanation and Realization of the Great Vehicle”) in Adelaide (in keeping with a 
previous request) is a “Great and peerless occasion of merit and benevolence !” 

On that occasion, despite a fervent wish to gain an audience with the Protector who is 
meaningful to behold and despite submitting a petition to that effect in the capital,  
Delhi, the requisite travel documents were not issued, nothing ensued and I was deeply 
forlorn. Since in this year, my humble self is unable to encounter Him, while prostrating, I 
beseech Him, without the slightest affectation and, at present, with veneration, hoping 
that He shall not think my humble self forward, I entreat: 

Pray impart advice out of great loving compassion to these fortunate officials and  
students on a summarized essence of how to practice during one cycle of 24 hours. 

Essentially, may the lifespan of the Protector and Refuge of the woebegone Tibetans, 
both in-exile and in their homeland, be firm for one hundred eons; swiftly, may He rest 
his feet happily on the golden throne of the Potala Palace in the land of Tibet  
accompanied by the countless prayers that the day of the joyful and happy reunion of 
the Tibetans, in-exile and in their homeland, may dawn swiftly. May my humble self’s life
-stream extend until then. I make single-pointed entreaties to enjoy insatiably the nectar 
of speech, without separation, throughout all lives from the present one until the  
attainment of Enlightenment ! I offer with faith, veneration and delight the three doors, 
which are the basis of offering, as well as the collection of virtue of the three times, set 
out physically, on top of a precious Mandala and this ceremonial scarf as a substitute. 

Proffered with reverent prostrations of body, speech and mind by the humble disciple 
Kangyurwa Lobsang Thubten on the 15 th day of the Water-Snake year of the Tibetan 
Royal Year (the 25 th of May, 2013 in the Western Calendar).    

Khensur Kangyurwa Lobsang Thubten Rinpoche 

CAUSES AND  CONDITIONS continued from previous 



 

 

 

Long Life Prayer offered to His Holiness at TBI 

“O HOLY AND VENERABLE LAMA, FROM THE CLOUDS OF 
COMPASSION, YOU ARE THE SOURCE OF ALL HAPPINESS AND BLISS ALL POWERFUL CHENREZIG TENZIN 
GYATSO PLEASE REMAIN TILL THE END OF EXISTENCE” (Long Life Prayer to His Holiness The Dalia Lama)   
A Day to be Remembered in the Life of Tibetan Buddhist Institute 

 

Such is the absolute kindness and Great Compassion of all the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas that they 
have fulfilled their promise to manifest amongst us suffering beings as our Gurus, to teach us what is to 
be abandoned and what is to be adopted, to provide the material means such as our wonderful centre 
and with friends who can encourage us along the Path. Such is our incredible good fortune to have cre-
ated the causes in past lives, in dependence upon countless kind mother sentient beings, to meet the 
personification of Great Love, Compassion and Wisdom! 

Please join us however, in offering immeasurable praise, gratitude and veneration to our Precious 
Guru, Founder and Spiritual Master, Kyabje Khensur Kangurwa Lobsang Thubten Rinpoche, for creating 
the conditions, including the invitation, for such a Priceless Jewel, the world renowned, highly revered 
and loved, His Holiness the 14th  Dalia Lama, to visit us here in Adelaide and TBI, for the benefit of 
countless beings! 

Let us therefore continue to encourage each other to honour such indescribable loving kindness by 
attending the teachings, contemplating them well and putting them into practice as best we can. 

On behalf of Management, I thank you, our members, supporters, benefactors and everyone who has 
contributed in any way whatsoever, either large or small, to make the visit of, “ALL POWERFUL CHEN-
REZIG TENZIN GYATSO,” HIS HOLINESS THE 14 TH DALIA LAMA, a truly memorable occasion for the ben-
efit of our dear suffering mother sentient beings, for life times to come! Chris Ridley (Director 2014) 

 

CAUSES AND  CONDITIONS continued  

Reflecting back………. 

with Chris Ridley 

 



 

 

Excerpt from teaching on The Wheel of Sharp Weapons  

by Geshe Yama Rinchen   17 April 2022 

In your own cases you have received numerous teachings on the Lam Rim and you understand that you 

have obtained a precious human rebirth, a human base of leisure and endowment which is difficult to  

obtain. On such a base it is possible to attain the state of Full and Utter Enlightenment, it is also possible 

on this base to attain the state of Liberation and at the very least it is possible to attain, in a future life, a 

higher rebirth. If instead of using this base wisely and spending one’s time fruitfully, one were to waste 

the time one had and spend it meaninglessly, what a waste this would be, what a loss this would be. 

It would be a great tragedy if having obtained such a base of leisure and endowment, such a rebirth, we 

were to waste it meaninglessly instead of spending it meaningfully. If for instance we were to focus this 

life on the accumulation of money and on hedonistic experiences, if we were to do that there would be 

absolutely no difference between our life and that of an animal because that is exactly what an animal 

does. An animal lives for sensation and for pleasure. We should use our minds, we should use our  

capacities to turn this rebirth of ours into something which will be meaningful from life to life and this is 

something which even scientists suggest in their study of past life experience. 

The great Kadampa Geshes would be profoundly saddened when they wasted a mere half hour which 

they could have spent in the practice of dharma. It produced great sadness within them. In our own  

cases it is not half an hour we have wasted, it is entire cycles of twenty four hours, days, weeks, months, 

years. What a tremendous waste, what a tremendous source of sadness this is.  

To practice dharma we need favourable conditions for the practice of dharma and for the students of TBI, 

TBI offers exceptional conditions for the practice of dharma. TBI arose out of the wish of Khensur  

angurwa Rinpoche to benefit the students and therefore we owe a debt of gratitude to Khensur  

Kangurwa Rinpoche. In addition, TBI arose out of the tremendous effort of Khensur Kangurwa 

Rinpoche’s attendant, Tenzin Dargye who faced hardship without name and humiliation frequently and 

none the less, year after year after year put all his efforts in creating a Centre which we were able to  

benefit from. We should repay him with our gratitude.  

Khensur Kangurwa Rinpoche when he was at Sera described to his students the extraordinary hardship 

which his attendant Tenzin Dargye and himself experience when they first came to the West, when they 

first came to Australia. The humiliations, the hardships, the difficulties over years and Geshela Yama  

Rinchen says himself and all of Rinpoche’s students started to cry powerlessly at the thought of all the 

hardship Rinpoche experienced. Yet as a result of all of this, favourable conditions have been created at 

TBI for the students to study dharma.  

Geshe Yama  

Rinchen with Yangsi 

Rinpoche in Sera 

Monastery 



 

 

Let alone such favourable conditions it is extremely important for a Centre 

such as TBI to be of benefit to students, to have  highly qualified teachers  

unlike some pretentious and fancy dharma centres in the West which have 

beautiful buildings but whose teachers have little or no competence at all. At 

TBI we have the good luck of having a highly qualified scholar from Sera Jey. 

Geshela Jampa Gyaltsen was considered to be one of the most highly trained 

scholars of Sera Jey and was asked to come to TBI by Khensur Kangurwa 

Rinpoche himself. 

Geshela believes that as students of TBI it is important that you understand 

that unlike a large number of so called Geshes who teach in centres in the 

West and who have never ever taught at Sera Jey or never had students of 

their own at Sera Jey, Geshe Jampa Gyaltsen was a highly regarding teacher 

at Sera Jey who had a sizeable number of his own students and who gave up 

his own teaching at Sera Jey at the request of Khensur Kangurwa Rinpoche to 

come to teach in the West. Geshela Jampa Gyaltsen not only has great exteri-

or qualities but in addition, he has great interior qualities. This is the type of 

teacher Rinpoche found for you. It is important that you understand that having 

a teacher such as this one at TBI, from your own side even though you have to 

work for a living, even though you have responsibilities and even though you 

face difficulties, you should put effort in your practice. Effort in your practice 

does not count as effort because effort in your practice is effort for yourself. 

Geshela hopes that this will be your outlook and that you will put effort in your 

practice of Dharma. 

It is Geshela’s personal belief that while it is necessary to have favourable con-

ditions for the practice of dharma, either extreme is problematic. If we have too 

much wealth, too much prosperity, too much happiness, then this becomes an 

adverse condition for the practice of dharma. If on the other hand we are crushed by life and are destitute 

this also becomes an adverse condition for the practice of dharma. Geshela feels that TBI students are 

right in the middle, they have enough favourable conditions to practice dharma, they do not have so much 

that this acts as an adverse condition, which distracts them and prevents them from practicing dharma.  

We have a living example among us, among the students of TBI of the benefits of practicing dharma and 

that is Chris Ridley. Chris Ridley suffers from an extremely severe disease, if you will forgive me for  

saying this, it is cancer, and despite Chris’s cancer his mind has remained happy and at peace during the 

years which he has been at TBI. There has been no major problems or difficulties unlike an ordinary  

person who if they had to deal with such a diagnostic, they would go totally to pieces within a matter of a 

couple of months.  

And finally, TBI has one other favourable condition which is the presence of your translator, Ilia Durovic, 

known in Tibetan as Tenzin Tenpa. Tenzin Tenpa, Ilia Durovic studied for many years at Sera Jey and did 

not just study, but studied in great depth the great treatises. Then upon returning to the west he followed 

precisely the intent of Khensur Kangurwa Rinpoche. Unlike other translators whose translations are  

approximate, Ilia has a very good understanding of Tibetan and his translations are extremely precise. In 

addition, Khensur Kangurwa Rinpoche said directly to Geshe Yama Rinchen: “Tenzin Tenpa is a true  

yogi, his life is focussed on study and practice” and upon returning to the West, Ilia Durovic followed  

precisely the advice of his teacher, Khensur Kangurwa Rinpoche and unlike other translators who cause 

great difficulty to the centre they live in, he has not asked for a great salary but has done his best to make 

do with what was offered. Excerpt from teaching on The Wheel of Sharp Weapons by Geshe Yama 

Rinchen, 17 April 2022. 



 

 
 

AVAILABLE IN TBI GEM SHOP  

Get your Altar needs here. 

These wonderful Dharma items are now available in our shop.  

Statues: Shakyamuni Buddha, Medicine Buddha, Manjushri and Green Tara.   

Prayer Flags: Medicine Buddha Prayer Flags have English as well as Tibetan. Large  Small   

We also have a range of 20 Incense, glass & sandalwood Malas & Wrist Malas, Singing 

Bowls, Eight Auspicious symbol Offering Bowls 

both glass and copper, Dorje & Bell, Brass Tea 

light candle holders, Singing bowls, Om Mani 

Padme Hung stickers for your car  window, 

Prayer Wheels, Dharamus, Tingshas, Pictures 

of various Buddhas and Books on Buddhism.   



 

 

CODES FOR PAYMENTS 

To ensure your various payments into our bank accounts are recorded correctly, and so  

our bookkeeper can more easily identify what your payment is for, we are asking that you 

use the following code system.    

GESHE JAMPA GYALTSEN 

TUE & WED TEACHINGS WITH GESHELA:  TEAGJG SurnameFirstname 

WEEKEND TEACHING WITH GESHELA:  WEGJG SurnameFirstname 

OFFERING TO GESHELA:  OFFGJG SurnameFirstname 

GESHE YAMA RINCHEN 

WEEKEND TEACHING WITH GESHE YAMA RINCHEN :  WEGYR SurnameFirstname   

OFFGYR SurnameFirstname    

JAMPA IGNYEN 

WEEKEND CLASSES WITH JAMPA IGNYEN:  WEJI SurnameFirstname 

COURSE WITH JAMPA IGNYEN:  COURJI SurnameFirstname 

MEMBERSHIP 

MEMBERSHIP PAYMENTS:  MEM SurnameFirstname 

BUDDHISM IN A NUTSHELL:  BinaN SurnameFirstname 

DONATIONS 

GENERAL DONATIONS:  DONGEN SurnameFirstname 

SPECIFIC DONATIONS: (ie Solar, Battery, Transcriptions, Retreat Centre, Roof etc.)   

  DONSOL SurnameFirstname;  DONBAT SurnameFirstname; TRANSC SurnameFirstname 

     DONKLRC SurnameFirstname;  DONROOF SurnameFirstname 

Bank Account: Account No: 057 567 240   BSB:  105 081 

Name of Bank:  Banksa   Name of Account Tibetan Buddhist Institute Inc 

If donating to Rice for Nepal, please pay into the sponsorship scheme account which is: 

BSB: 105 032  Account: 147 865 240 and code:  RICESurnameFirstname 

Please note that Sunday Meditation, Monday Learn to Meditate and any future Basic 

Buddhism class is by donation, however if you wish you can donate online or in the  

donation box at TBI.  If direct debiting the code is:  DONMED SurnameFirstname 

(Sunday Meditation) and DONL2MSurnameFirstname (Monday Learn to Meditate)   

Thank you so much for your kindness and generosity in supporting TBI. Without such 

help we wouldn’t be able to spread the Dharma as we do, for the sake of all sentient  

beings and to help fulfil the wish of our Precious Founder, Kyabje Khensur Kangurwa  

Lama Jetsun Lobsang Thubten Rinpoche 



 

 

Tuesdays 7.00 - 8.30pm 

Candrakirti’s Madhyamakavatara 

 During  the Tuesday "Advanced Class in Buddhist  
Philosophy", which resumes on February 1, 2022,  
Geshe Jampa Gyaltsen will  deepen  his  teaching of     
Prāsaṇgika Madhyamaka by presenting  Candrakīrti's 
"Entering the Middle Way" (Madhyamakāvatāra) in 
conjunction with      Je Tsong kha pa's "Elucidating the 
Intent" (Dgongs pa rab gsal).  Candrakīrti's  
Madhyamakāvatāra is the mainstay of the 4 years of 
study dedicated to the study of Madhyamaka in the 
great Tibetan monasteries and  is studied in  
conjunction with: 1.Candrakirtis own commentary, the 
Madhyamakāvatāra-bhaṣya and 2. Je Tsong kha pa's 
great commentary on both texts,   Dgongs pa rab gsal  

Dgongs pa rab gsal is Je Tsong kha pa's   final major 
work   dedicated to the view and is, in more senses 
than one,   his spiritual testament as it was composed 
in 1418, one year before his passing. It is a particular  
stroke of good fortune  that   Thupten Jinpa   just  
published his skillful translation of this great master-
piece in 2021. 

As resident translator at TBI since 2008, there is no 
doubt in my mind that this is the pinnacle of the study 
program initiated many years ago at TBI. In particular, 
to  have  a fully-qualified  Lharampa Geshe from Sera 
Je and former disciplinarian of Tehor Khangtsen,   
teach such a work is a unique privilege. It  may very 
well  no longer  be possible to  receive such a transmis-
sion again  in the future. We therefore sincerely  hope 
that all the students who have attended the Tuesday 
class throughout the last years will attend. The texts 
we will be relying upon will be  
1. Geshe Thupten Jinpa's translation of the Madh-
yamakāvatāra which has already been sent to all the 
students attending this year's class.…………………..
………………………………………………………………..  
2. Je Tsong kha pa: "Illuminating the Intent. An Exposi-
tion of Candrakīrti's "Entering the Middle Way", transl. 
by Geshe Thupten Jinpa, The Library of Tibetan  
Classics, Wisdom Publications, 2021 

Wednesdays 7.00 - 8.30pm  

 Śāntideva's "Bodhicaryāvatāra"  

When Geshe Jampa Gyaltsen was first invited to 

teach at TBI by our Teacher, the late Khensur  

Kangyur Rinpoche, he expressed the  wish to teach 

Śāntideva's Bodhicaryāvatāra ("Engaging  in the  

Behavior of the Bodhisattvas") which he had  

memorised when he was a young monk and which 

was very close to his heart. Khensur Rinpoche 

agreed but he suggested, however,  that as a   

prelude he should teach the Lam Rim in  

detail, which he has done for almost 10 years. The 

time has come, at last, for Geshe-la to teach the  

totality  of Śāntideva's Bodhicaryāvatāra which he 

will do  during the Wednesday  class dedicated to 

general Buddhist teachings. The Bodhicaryāvatāra is 

the  main text H.H. the Dalai Lama relies upon when 

teaching general audiences. This marvelous work 

describes the practice of Bodhisattvas from both the 

method and wisdom aspect of the path: each stanza 

provides both short-term solace and lasting  spiritual  

sustenance. It is not easy to receive a  complete 

transmission and teachings on this great work by a 

Lharampa Geshe who has made it the  

center of his personal practice. We hope that all  

sincere students who are interested in the Buddhist 

view of emptiness will avail themselves of this  

marvelous opportunity! 

 

TEACHING SCHEDULE  

with  

GESHE JAMPA GYALTSEN  

Online or in the Gompa 



 

 

LEARN TO MEDITATE 

 Mondays 6.30 - 7.15pm 

      You can change your mind! Meditation is an              

effective means for creating space in the mind  

between stimulus and response, enabling us to  

better cope with difficult situations and negative  

emotions. By training in meditation, the mind   

becomes strong and resilient, thus less troubled 

by the problems we encounter  

Meditation practice transforms distraction and  

agitation into concentration and serenity.  

Regular training produces an untroubled and  

relaxed mind, one free of stress, anxiety and fear. 

Such a mind is the basis for experiencing true 

peace and happiness.  

Our weekly classes are open to anyone 

interested in learning about the theory and 

principles of meditation and getting started in a  

regular meditation practice. The guided  

meditations are short and simple with no previous 

experience required in order to participate. We 

invite you to join us in our beautiful, serene  

environment to awaken your mind to inner peace 

and joy. Suitable for all and led by experienced, 

friendly meditators.    

GRADUATED PATH  

MEDITATION 

Sundays 9.00 - 10am 

The Lam Rim (Graduated Path to Enlightenment) 

represents the totality of Buddha’s teachings in a 

step by step format. On Sunday mornings we  

offer an opportunity to engage in analytical  

meditation on the topics of the Lam Rim,  

using our intelligence, reasoning and personal 

experience to investigate the topics,  

concentrating deeply on their meaning and  

application in our own lives. These meditations 

help us cope with difficulties we all face classes 

and are led by experienced students and suitable 

for everyone. 

  

Management Matters  
JanFebMar 2022 

Jan: Sam is working on a new system to help with 

managing cash payments, which would give us 

capabilities which we currently don’t have. This 

system will link with our website.  To do this he 

needs to understand more about TBI & TSS legal 

structures.  Sam explained more fully the new 

proposed accounting plan. What we want to 

achieve is 40% income from membership. He  

also explained that the sinking fund is to replace 

building when it ages and the Building Fund is to 

enhance building. Drolkar wanted comments on a   

document she created. Currently this document is 

not finished.  Sam stated that our current website 

is not safe and he would like a company that 

works with places like ours to ‘build yourself a 

website’, and is $30 month to maintain. Sam will 

donate the monthly costs for Zero accounting  

system. Management agreed that Ven Jampa 

Tenzin be asked to run a Buddhist Philosophy 

and Practice class. It was mentioned that the  

topics for Jampa Ignyens classes are chosen in 

discussion with Geshe Jampa Gyaltsen.  Chrys 

asked if she could hold a Members Afternoon tea, 

but unfortunately it couldn’t go ahead because of 

Covid.  She would also like to create a new  

members pack ie TBI Mug, biro, stickers etc. She 

also asked if she could send an email asking if 

members needed support during Covid.  Ven  

Drokar asked if we could have Gift Vouchers in 

the shop. Tenzin would like to finalise our  

constitution and has asked for a separate meeting 

with the committee.  Feb: Someone has donated 

money for Guru Rinpoche Statue. We need a box 

for it to sit on. .  Ven Jampa Tenzins classes are 

very well attended. The question was asked if we 

should allow unvaccinated people at TBI. Carole 

pointed out that we have to abide by  

government regulations and that there is currently 

not stipulation required. Giving thank you cards 

was discussed and it was agreed that members of 

management can thank the people they want to 

personally and not from management. It was  

suggested that we discuss at a special  

meeting how to promote TBI.     

     

     

  

  

VAJRAYOGINI PRACTICE: Saturday 19th February  9.30am 

YAMANTAKA PRACTICE:  Saturday 19th March  9.30am                                                                                                                             

In order to attend these practices, it is required that you  

have had the initiations by a fully qualified Geshe. 



 

 

INTERVIEWS with 

GESHE JAMPA GYALTSEN 

Interviews are private and confidential, and are 

on Mondays from 4.30 to 5.30pm.  If you would 

like to make an appointment with Geshela for 

20 mins, on spiritual/dharma matters only, 

please contact Tenzin on 0418 847 016.   

We encourage you to make monetary  

offerings to Geshela, TBI and the translator as is 

the custom. These should be in an envelope 

with their names written on them and left on 

Geshelas table.   

It is important that you phone if you are  

delayed or need to cancel, and also be aware 

that occasionally an appointment may go over 

time. Please come prepared with your clear and 

concise questions. 

MEMBERSHIP 
Members of TBI receive the following advantages: 

 Waged and concession members 50% discount for Tue & 

Wed teaching classes with Geshe Jampa Gyaltsen. 

 20% off events (excluding accommodation)  

 Free access to TBI library 

 10% discount on shop items (excluding already   
discounted items) 

 Entitled to Community Care Benefits 

 Invitation to members functions 

CONCESSION:  $120.00  

WAGED:  $240.00 

DHARMA WHEEL:  $660.00 includes free teachings on 

Tuesdays and Wednesdays with Geshe Jampa Gyaltsen 

FAMILY MEMBERSHIP: Upon application 

This centre depends on our family of students, friends and  

supporters to realise the vision - to create an exceptional and 

unique place for giving and learning - of TBI Founder,              

Kyabje Khensur Kangyur Lama Jetsun Losang Thubten Rinpoche. 

BEQUESTS 

PLEASE REMEMBER US 

Please remember us!  Have you  considered leaving a  

bequest in your will? 

All donations to Tibetan Buddhist Institute are     gratefully 

received. Bequeathing is a simple way to continue caring 

about TBI, and ensures your passion for Buddhism lives on 

far into the future. It can help deliver long lasting change 

and your memory will live on. 

Prayers will be recited for you at Pujas held at                

Tbetan Buddhist Institute and at Kyabje Khensur Kangyur 

Lama Jetsun Lobsang Thubten Rinpoche’s Labrang in Sera 

Jey Monastic University India. 

Leaving a bequest donation in your will makes a  
difference that transcends your lifetime and leaves a 
lasting legacy for the longevity of Buddha Dharma. 

  

VOLUNTEERING 

PLEASE HELP US 
Tibetan Buddhist Institute is always 

looking for people with various backgrounds, 

talents and skills. We take care to ensure your 

placement is of real benefit to the community 

and satisfying for you. 

Every day, people from all walks of life,  donate 

their time, knowledge and energy to help 

 volunteer organisations. Such people make the 

running of a Buddhist centre possible; it is 

through the time and care of ordinary people 

that we can do extraordinary things. 

There is no greater gift than your time.                       

Volunteering is a rewarding endeavour that 

provides insight and personal enrichment. Side 

benefits include developing professional 

connections, gaining experience and making 

new friends. Throughout the year, we need  a 

range of short and long-term roles, projects and 

activities that can match your skills,  

interests and availability.  Is there something 

you think you might be able to help us with? 

All donations of $2.00 or more deposited into the Tibetan 

Buddhist Institute Building Fund Bank Account are tax  

deductible. For more information on this page please  

contact  the office: office@tibetanbuddhistinstitute.org  

or phone 8351 8788 



 

 

TIBETAN                   

SPONSORSHIP 

SCHEME  
$10 a month sponsors monks at Sera Jey 

Monastic University in India and nuns in 

Jungchub Choeling Nunnery in India and lay 

 Tibetan in camps and villlages surrounding Sera 

Monastery. We also support Nyagye and Hadu 

Nunneries in Tibet and Gyalten Charity School in  

Tibet. The scheme is entirely operated by 

 volunteers. 

Donations are gladly accepted for the  

Emergency Medical Fund, which was set up by 

Kyabje Khensur Kangyur Lama Jetsun Losang 

Thubten Rinpoche (the Founder of TBI), for any 

monk at Sera or anyone in the nearby lay  

community who is in urgent medical need.  

LHARAM GESHE                          

SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
“One good Lharampa Geshe is more beneficial in 

this world than building a golden Stupa”   

Kyabje Khensur Rinpoche’s dying wish was to 

establish a Scholarship Fund for selected monks 

with the potential to achieve high honours in their 

Geshe Degree. This fund supports these 

potential Geshes in their 24 year study program. 

This is a wonderful opportunity for you to         

participate in Rinpoche’s wish and be of vast 

benefit in the future  to the worldwide Buddhist 

community and the longevity of the  

Buddhadharma.  

The options are: 

1. Monthly pledge of $30.00 will assist in the daily 

needs of the monk studying to be a Geshe. 

2. Monetary donations to the Scholarship Fund.                                      

3. Leave a bequest to the scheme in your will. 

4. Sponsoring in perpetuity ($3,000.00) 

5. A one-off donation of $10,000.00 provides   

support for twenty four years study.  

ALL OFFERINGS ARE WELCOME   

Please contact Tenzin on 0418 847 016 for more  

information or for sponsorship matters please 

email: office@tibetansponsorship.org 

SANGHA                        

SUPPORT  
Making financial offerings is extremely  

important for our own spiritual practice and 

also for our teacher, Geshe Jampa Gyaltsen.   

We need financial help to ensure our teacher 

is cared for appropriately. If you would like to  

ensure the longevity of the Dharma, please 

place your donation, in an envelope marked 

Sangha Care, and place in the donation box in 

the gompa. Alternatively, you might like to set 

up a regular direct debit.  

REFUNDABLES 
A big thank you to the many people who 

contribute to the running of our centre by 

bringing in their refundable items i.e. juice 

cartons, cans and bottles. that have  

‘10c REFUNDABLE’ written on it.  If you 

would like to help TBI with our refundable  

project, please look for the 10c sign on all 

your drink etc containers and ensure that they 

are refundable and not recyclable.    

For more information please email:  

email: office@tibetanbuddhistinstitute.org 

phone: the office 08 8351 8788  

mobile: Nawang (Tenzin) 0418 847 016                                  

   TBI MEDITATION 

OUTREACH CLASS  
Salisbury North: Bagster Community Centre  

17 Bagster Rd  Salisbury North       

Meditation:  6.20 - 7.20pm Mondays  

(not public holidays)  

Please ring Ann for more information  

0402 409 259 

Current requirements for attendance are proof 

of double vaccination and booster shot. Please 

check with Ann for attendance updates. 

 



 

 



 

 


